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1.

Introdu tion

Qualitative Reasoning is on erned not only with apturing the everyday ommon-sense knowledge of the physi al world, but also the myriad equations used by engineers and s ientists to
explain omplex physi al phenomenon while reating quantitative models [180℄. The prin ipal
goal of Qualitative Reasoning is to make expli it this knowledge, so that given appropriate reasoning te hniques, a omputer ould make predi tions, diagnose and explain the behaviour of
physi al systems in a qualitative manner1 without re ourse to an often intra table or perhaps
unavailable quantitative model.
The essen e of qualitative reasoning is to nd ways to represent ontinuous properties of the
world by dis rete systems of symbols. One an always quantize something ontinuous, but not
all quantizations are equally useful. One way to state the idea is the relevan e prin iple: the
distin tions made by a quantization must be relevant to the kind of reasoning performed [76℄.
The resulting set of qualitative values is termed a quantity spa e, in whi h indistinguishable
values have been identi ed into an equivalen e lass2 . There is normally a natural ordering
(either partial or total) asso iated with a quantity spa e, and one form of simple but e e tive
inferen e is to exploit the transitivity of the ordering relation; another is to devise qualitative
arithmeti algebras [180℄; typi ally, these may produ e ambiguous answers. Mu h resear h in
the Qualitative Reasoning literature is devoted to over oming the detrimental e e ts on the
sear h spa e resulting from this ambiguity.
Another important aspe t of work in traditional qualitative reasoning worth noting here is
the standard assumption that hange is ontinuous. A simple onsequen e is that while hanging,
a quantity must pass through all the intermediate values. For example, in the frequently used
quantity spa e f ; 0; +g, a variable annot transition from ` ' to `+' without rst going through
value 0. This notion is also exploited in the work on qualitative spatial reasoning.
2.

What is Qualitative Spatial Reasoning ?

Spatial reasoning, in our every day intera tion with the physi al world, in most ases is driven
by qualitative abstra tions rather than omplete a priori quantitative knowledge. Therefore, QR
holds promise for developing theories3 for reasoning about spa e. This justi es the in reasing
interest in the study of spatial on epts from a ognitive point of view whi h provoked the birth
1

Note that although one use for qualitative reasoning is that it allows inferen es to be made in absen e of
omplete knowledge, it does this not by probabilisti or fuzzy te hniques (whi h may rely on arbitrarily assigned
probabilities or membership values) but by refusing to di erentiate between quantities unless there is suÆ ient
eviden e to do so.
2 The ase where the indistinguishability relation is not an equivalen e relation has not been mu h onsidered,
ex ept by [121, 116℄. However, an important hara teristi of per eptual a uity is that a series of small hanges,
ea h imper eptible, may ombine to form a per eptible hange. Then the indistinguishability relation though
re exive and symmetri , is not transitive, whi h an lead to a paradox of per eption. Pla ing a non-transitive
theory of indistinguishability within a possible-worlds theory of per eption and knowledge, [48℄ presents ways of
avoiding the paradox.
3
The word theory is used in its logi al/mathemati al ontext i.e., a set of formal axioms whi h spe ify the
properties and relations of a olle tions of entities, not in the natural s ientist's sense of an empiri ally testable
explanation of observed regularities.

of Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) within AI and also GIS.
Spa e being multidimensional, is not adequately represented by a single s alar quantity. The
multidimensional nature of spa e has been ill-addressed in QR despite some early forays su h
as Hayes' Naive Physi s Manifesto [111, 77℄. However, this negle t an be partially attributed
to the `poverty onje ture' [180℄. Although purely qualitative representations were reasonably
su essful in reasoning about many physi al systems [180℄, there was mu h less su ess in developing purely qualitative reasoners about spatial and kinemati me hanisms and the poverty
onje ture [77℄ is that this is in fa t impossible { there is no purely qualitative spatial reasoning
me hanism. Forbus et al. orre tly identify transitivity of values as a key feature of qualitative
quantity spa es but doubt that this an be exploited mu h in higher dimensions and on lude
that the spa e of representations in higher dimensions is sparse and for spatial reasoning nothing
weaker than numbers will do.
The hallenge of QSR then is to provide al uli whi h allow a ma hine to represent and
reason with spatial entities without resort to the traditional quantitative te hniques prevalent
in, for e.g. the omputer graphi s or omputer vision ommunities.
There has been an in reasing amount of resear h over the last ouple of years whi h tends
to refute, or at least weaken the `poverty onje ture'. Qualitative spatial representations addressing many di erent aspe ts of spa e in luding topology, orientation, shape, size and distan e
have been put forward. There is a ri h diversity of these representations and they exploit the
transitivity as demonstrated by the relatively sparse omposition tables ( f the well known table
for Allen's interval temporal logi [180℄) whi h have been built for these representations.
This paper is an overview of the major qualitative spatial representation and reasoning te hniques. In se tion 3 we will mention some possible appli ations of qualitative spatial reasoning.
Thereafter, in se tion 4 we survey the main aspe ts of the representation of qualitative spatial
knowledge in luding ontologi al aspe ts, topology, distan e, orientation and shape. The next
se tion dis usses qualitative spatial reasoning in luding reasoning about spatial hange. Finally,
the paper on ludes with a presentation of theoreti al results and a glimpse at future work. The
paper is a revised and ondensed version of [33, 34℄.
3.

Appli ations of Qualitative Spatial Reasoning

Resear h in QSR is motivated by a wide variety of possible appli ation areas in luding Geographi Information System (GIS), roboti navigation, high level vision, spatial propositional
semanti s of natural languages, engineering design, ommon-sense reasoning about physi al systems and spe ifying visual language syntax and semanti s. There are numerous other appli ation
areas in luding qualitative do ument-stru ture re ognition [81℄, the notion of a n^ he (e.g. in
biology [168℄) and domains where spa e is used as a metaphor, e.g. [125, 147℄.
Even though GIS are now a ommonpla e, the major problem is that of intera tion. With
gigabytes of information stored either in ve tor or raster format, present-day GISs do not sufiently support intuitive or ommon-sense oriented human- omputer intera tion. Users may
wish to abstra t away from the mass of numeri al data and spe ify a query in a way whi h is
essentially, or at least largely, qualitative. Arguably, the next generation GIS will be built on
on epts arising from Naive Geography [65℄. Mu h of naive geography should employ qualitative

reasoning te hniques, perhaps ombined with the provision of \spatial query by sket h"[59℄.
Although roboti navigation ultimately requires numeri ally spe i ed dire tions to the robot
to move or turn, hierar hi al planning with detailed de isions (e.g. how or exa tly where to move)
being delayed until a high level plan have been a hieved has been shown to be e e tive [172℄.
Further, the robot's model of its environment may be imperfe t, leading to an inability to use
standard robot navigation te hniques. Under su h ir umstan es, a qualitative model of spa e
may fa ilitate planning. One su h approa h is the development of a robust qualitative method
for robot exploration, mapping and navigation in large-s ale spatial environments des ribed in
[124℄. A qualitative solution to the well known `piano mover's problem' is [72℄.
QSR has been used in omputer vision for visual obje t re ognition at a higher level whi h
in ludes the interpretation and integration of visual information. Using qualitative symboli
proje tions, it is possible to reason about the shape of obje ts to mat h geographi al obje ts.
QSR te hnique have been used to interpret the results of low-level omputations as higher level
des riptions of the s ene or video input [73℄. The use of qualitative predi ates helps to ensure
that s enes whi h are semanti ally lose have identi al or at least very similar des riptions.
In natural language, the use and interpretation of spatial propositions tend to be ambiguous. There are multiple ways in whi h natural language spatial prepositions an be used (e.g.
[115℄ ites many di erent meanings of \in"); herein lies the motivation of qualitative spatial
representation for nding some formal way of des ribing these prepositions (e.g. [4, 159℄)
Engineering design, like roboti navigation, ultimately normally requires a fully metri des ription. However, at the early stages of the design pro ess, a reasonable qualitative des ription
would suÆ e. The eld of qualitative kinemati s (e.g. [71℄) is largely on erned with supporting
this type of a tivity.
Finally, visual languages, either visual programming languages or some kind of representation language, la k a formal spe i ation of the kind that is normally expe ted of a textual
programming or representation language. Although some of these languages make metri distin tions, the bulk of it is often predominantly qualitative in the sense that the exa t shape,
size, length et . of the various omponents of the diagram or pi ture is unimportant { rather,
what is important is the topologi al relationship between these omponents. Therein lies the
promise of a theory of qualitative spatial reasoning in spe ifying su h languages [95, 107℄.
4.

Aspe ts of Qualitative Spatial Representation

Representing spa e has a ri h history in the physi al s ien es { and serves to lo ate obje ts in
a quantitative framework. At the other extreme, spatial expressions tend to operate on a loose
partitioning of the domain. Representation for this less pre ise des ription of spa e proliferated,
more or less on an ad ho basis until the emergen e of qualitative spatial reasoning whereafter
the partitioning was done more systemati ally [135℄.
There are many di erent aspe ts to spa e and therefore to its representation. Not only do
we have to de ide on what kind of spatial entity we will admit (i.e. ommit to a parti ular
ontology of spa e), but also we an onsider developing di erent kinds of ways of des ribing
the relationship between these kinds of spatial entities; for example we may onsider just their
topology, or their sizes or the distan e between them, their relative orientation or their shape.

4.1.

Ontology

Traditionally, in mathemati al theories of spa e, points are onsidered as primary primitive
spatial entities (or perhaps points and lines), and extended spatial entities su h as regions
are de ned, if ne essary, as sets of points. A minority tradition (`mereology' or ` al ulus of
individuals') regards this as a philosophi al error4. Within the QSR ommunity, there is a
strong tenden y to take regions of spa e as the primitive spatial entity { see [177℄. Even though
this ontologi al shift means building new theories for most spatial and geometri al on epts,
there are strong reasons for taking regions as the ontologi al primitive. If one is interested
in using the spatial theory for reasoning about physi al obje ts, then one might argue that the
spatial extension of any physi al obje t must be region-like rather than a lower dimension entity.
Further, one an always de ne points, if required, in terms of regions [13℄. However, it needs to
be admitted that at times it is advantageous to view a 3D physi al entity as a 2D or even a 1D
entity. Of ourse, on e entities of various dimensions are admitted, a pertinent question would
be whether mixed dimension entities are allowed. Further dis ussion of this issue an be found
in [41, 35, 103, 143℄
Another ontologi al question is what is the nature of the embedding spa e, i.e. the universal
spatial entity? Conventionally, one might take this to be Rn for some n, but one an imagine
appli ations where dis rete (e.g. [66℄), nite (e.g. [102℄), or non onvex (e.g. non onne ted)
universes might be useful. There is a tension between the ontinuous-spa e models favoured by
high-level approa hes to handling spatial information and dis rete, digital representations used
at the lower level. An attempt to bridge this gap by developing a high-level qualitative spatial
theory based on a dis rete model of spa e is [88℄. For a re ent investigation into dis rete vs
ontinuous spa e, see [133℄.
On e one has de ided on these ontologi al questions, there are further issues: in parti ular,
what primitive \ omputations" should be allowed? In a logi al theory, this amounts to de iding
what primitive non logi al symbols one will admit without de nition, only being onstrained by
some set of axioms. One ould argue that this set of primitives should be small, not only for
mathemati al elegan e and to make it easier to assess the onsisten y of the theory, but also
be ause this will simplify the interfa e of the symboli system to a perpetual omponent be ause
fewer primitives have to be implemented. The onverse argument might be that the resulting
symboli inferen es may be more ompli ated or that it is more natural to have a large and ri h
set of on epts whi h are given meaning by many axioms whi h onne t them in many di erent
ways [110℄.
One nal ontologi al question is how to model the multi dimensionality of spa e? One approa h is to model spa e by onsidering ea h dimension separately, proje ting ea h region to
ea h of the dimensions and reasoning along ea h dimension separately. However, this approa h
is grossly inadequate, as two obje ts overlap when proje ted on to both the x and y axes individually, when in fa t they may not overlap at all and only useful in domains with re tangular,
orthogonally aligned obje ts [179℄
4

Simons [164℄ says : \No one has ever per eived a point, or ever will do so, whereas people have per eived
individuals of nite extent".

4.2.

Topology

Topology is perhaps the most fundamental aspe t of spa e. It is lear that topology must form
a fundamental aspe t of qualitative spatial reasoning sin e topology ertainly an only make
qualitative distin tions. Although topology has been studied extensively within the mathemati al literature, mu h of it is too abstra t to be of relevan e to those attempting to formalise
ommon-sense spatial reasoning. Although various qualitative spatial theories have been in uen ed by mathemati al topology, there are number of reasons why su h a wholesale importation
seems undesirable in general [103℄.
Moreover, we are interested in qualitative spatial reasoning and not just representation, and
this has been paid little attention in mathemati s. Neither point-set nor algebrai topology is
parti ularly well-adapted to reasoning of the forms su h as: Given that a region a is in relation
R1 to region b , and region b is in relation R2 to region ; what relations may or must hold
between a and ? Of ourse, it might be possible to adapt the onventional mathemati al
formalisms, and indeed this strategy has been adopted [60, 64, 184℄. One existing approa h
to topology whi h has been espoused by the QSR ommunity is the work to be found in the
philosophi al logi ommunity [181, 51, 183, 23, 24, 13℄. This work has built axiomati theories
of spa e whi h are predominantly topologi al in nature, and whi h take regions rather than
points as primitive - indeed, this tradition has been termed as \pointless geometries" [90℄. In
parti ular the work of Clarke [23, 24℄ has lead to the development of the so alled RCC systems
[152, 151, 150, 148, 47, 36, 7, 98, 32, 103, 41, 35℄ and also has been developed further e.g. [176, 3℄.
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Figure 1 2D illustrations of the relations of RCC-8 al ulus and their ontinuous transitions
( on eptual neighbourhood ).
Clarke took as his primitive notion the idea of two regions x and y being onne ted (sharing a
point, if one wants to think of regions as onsisting of sets of points): C(x ,y ). In the RCC system
this interpretation is slightly hanged to the losures of the regions sharing a point. A tually,
given the disdain of the RCC theory as presented in [151℄ for points, a better interpretation,
given some suitable distan e metri , would be that C(x; y ) means that the distan e between x
and y is zero, .f. [170℄. This has the e e t of ollapsing the distin tion between a region, its
losure and its interior, whi h it is argued has no relevan e for the kinds of domain with whi h
QSR is on erned. C(x; y ) is surprisingly powerful: it is possible to de ne many predi ates and
fun tions whi h apture interesting and useful topologi al distin tions. The set of eight jointly
exhaustive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) relations illustrated in Figure 1 are one parti ularly
useful set (often known as the RCC-8 al ulus).
A formal semanti s for RCC has been given by [99, 52, 170℄. Furthermore, a anoni al

model for arbitrary ground Boolean w s over RCC-8 atoms has been proposed [154℄ whi h
is then utilised in a pro edure to generate an a tual 2D or 3D interpretation. Moreover this
ensures ( ontrary to [3, 176℄), that an individual is onne ted to its omplement, and that the
prin iple of supplementation [164℄ holds. The work of [176, 3℄ mentioned above is also based on
Clarke's Cal ulus. The original interpretation of C(x; y ) is retained, though the fusion operator
is dis arded, it is made rst order and several errors are orre ted. Contrary to the RCC
interpretation, [3℄ argue that di erentiating between an individual, its losure and its interior
is ognitively important: material obje ts are losed individuals and their omplements are
open ones, so their interpretations do not share any points. A framework wherein the di erent
notions of onne tion in the literature are analyzed is presented in [45, 44℄. Three dimensions
of variation are onsidered: whether or not the losure of a region is onsidered; whether the
onne tion is point or line/surfa e-like; the degree of onne tion amongst the omponents of
multipie e regions.
4.2.1. Expressiveness of C(x; y )

Doughnut (or Solid Torus)
(a)

A doughnut with a
degenerate hole-surround
(f)

Torus
(b)

Double doughnut
(g)

Doughnut with gap
(topologically, a solid block)

Two doughnuts with degenerate holes

(c)

Loop
(h)

(d,e)

Cylinder-surface
(i)

Block minus block
(j)

Figure 2. It is possible to distinguish all the above shapes using C(x ,y ) alone.
Taxonomies of topologi al properties and relations an be de ned using the single predi ate

C(x; y ). Apart from the simple RCC-8 relations, the predi ate C(x; y ) an be used to de ne

many more predi ates. For example one ould de ne predi ates whi h ounted the number of
times two regions tou h. In a series of papers, [97, 98, 103, 101℄, Gotts sets himself the task of
distinguishing a `doughnut' (a solid one pie e region with a single hole). It is shown how under
a restri tive set of assumptions about the topologi al properties of the regions in general, and
the target region in parti ular, all shapes depi ted in Figure 2 an be distinguished.
Another range of topologi al distin tions between one-pie e (CON) regions an be made
(under ertain assumptions) using C. As shown in Figure 3, a region, if it is onne ted, may
or may not be interior onne ted (INCON); meaning that the interior of the region is all of one
pie e. It is relatively easy to express this property (or its onverse) in RCC terms. However
INCON(r) does not rule out all regions with anamolous boundaries, and in parti ular does not
ex lude the regions (d,e,f) of Figure 2, whi h do have one-pie e interiors, but whi h nevertheless
have boundaries whi h are not (respe tively) simple urves or surfa es, having `anomalies' in the
form of points whi h do not have line-like (or dis -like) neighbourhoods within the boundary (i.e.
whi h are lo ally Eu lidean). It appears possible using C(x; y ) to de ne a predi ate (WCON)

that will rule out the anomalous ases of Figure 2, but it is by no means straightforward5, and
it is not demonstrated on lusively in [98℄ that the de nitions do what is intended.

CON, INCON and WCON

CON, not INCON or WCON

CON and INCON, not WCON

Figure 3. Di erent types of CON Region
One sour e of the diÆ ulties arising is the fa t that within RCC, sin e all regions in a
parti ular model of the axioms are of the same dimensionality as the universal region, u, assuming
u itself to be of uniform dimensionality (this follows from the fa t that all regions have a NTTP),
there is no way to refer dire tly to the boundary of a region or to the dimensionality of the shared
boundary of two EC regions, or to any relations between entities of di erent dimensionalities.
There has been a tenden y in mu h of the work involving qualitative spatial reasoning to assume,
if only impli itly, that the spatial entities onsidered in any one theory should have the same
dimension. In ases where reasoning about dimensionality be omes important, RCC and related
systems based on the C(x; y ) predi ate are not very powerful6 . The INCH al ulus [100℄ treats
points and spatially extended entities as spe ializations of the more general notion of a `spatial
extent'. It aims to improve on the expressiveness of onne tion-based al uli su h as RCC, while
avoiding the ounterintuitive onsequen es of a point-set approa h.
Fle k argues that standard models of spa e and time based on segmenting Rn have the wrong
topologi al stru ture at obje t, event or region boundaries [74℄; and illustrates how to modify
an Rn model to have an appropriate topologi al stru ture. Another proposal addressing the
problem of representing and reasoning about regions of di ering dimensionality (though still
not of mixed dimensionality) is [85℄. Using a variant of the Classi al Extensional Mereology
originating in the work of Lesniewski (as re ounted in [164℄), through use of the mereologi al
part relation P(x; y ) and a topologi al boundary primitive, B(x; y ) { x is the boundary of y (x
being a region of one dimension less), leads towards the desired intuitive pi ture of a stri tly
linear hierar hy of dimensions. Other theories whi h introdu e the notion of boundaries of
regions expli itly in lude [166, 175, 152, 167℄.
4.2.2. Topology via \n-interse tions"
An alternative approa h to representing and reasoning about topologi al relations has been
promulgated via a series of papers [57, 60, 58, 26, 61, 64℄. Three sets of points are asso iated
with every region - its interior, boundary and omplement. The relationship between any two
region an be hara terized by a 3x3 matrix7 alled the 9-interse tion. Although it would seem
Note, however, that this task be omes almost trivial on e the onv(x) primitive is introdu ed - see Se tion 4.4.3.
reason about regions of di erent dimensionality is impossible without imposing a sort stru ture and
essentially taking a opy of the theory for ea h dimension-sort.
7
A tually, a simpler 2x2 matrix [60℄ known as the 4-interse tion featuring just the interior and the boundary
is suÆ ient to des ribe the eight RCC relations. However the 3x3 matrix allows more expressive sets of relations
to be de ned as noted below sin e it takes into a ount the relationship between the regions and its embedding
spa e.
5

6 To

that there are 29 = 512 possible matri es, after taking into a ount the physi al reality of 2D
spa e and some spe i assumptions about the nature of regions, it turns out that the there are
exa tly 8 remaining matri es orresponding to the RCC-8 relations. One an use this al ulus
to reason about regions whi h have holes by lassifying the relationship not only between ea h
pair of regions, but also the relationship between ea h hole of ea h region and the other region
and ea h of its holes [63℄.
Di erent al uli with more JEPD relations an be derived by hanging the underlying assumptions about what a region is and by allowing the matrix to represent the odimension
of interse tion. For example, one may derive a al ulus for representing and reasoning about
regions in Z 2 rather than R2 [66℄. Alternatively, one an extend the representation in ea h
matrix ell by the dimension of the interse tion rather than simply whether it exists or not [27℄.
This allows one to enumerate all the relations between areas, lines and points and is known as
the \dimension entended method"(DEM). A very large number of possible relationships may
be de ned in this way and a way termed as the \ al ulus based method"(CBM) to generate all
these from a set of ve polymorphi binary relations between a pair of spatial entities x and y :
disjoint, tou h, in, overlap, ross has been proposed [25℄. A omplex relation between x and y
may then be formed by onjoining atomi propositions formed by using one of the ve relations
above, whose arguments may be either x or y or a boundary or endpoint operator applied to x
or y . For the most expressive al ulus (either the CBM or the ombination of the 9-interse tion
and the DEM) there are 9 JEPD area/area relations, 31 line/area relations, 3 point/area relations, 33 line/line relations, 3 point/line relations and 2 point/point relations giving a total of
81 JEPD relations [25℄.
4.3.

Modes of Overlap

There are a variety of ways in whi h two regions an partially overlap ea h other [87℄. In most
previous work (an ex eption is [42℄), partial overlap has always been taken to be a single relation
(usually denoted as PO(x; y )), just as onne tion itself is usually taken to be a single relation.
Whilst realizing that there are potentially in nitely many varieties of partial overlap relation,
Galton parameterized these using a matrix notation:



x
b

a
o



where x; a; b and o are the numbers of onne ted omponents of x \ y; x n y; y n x; ompl(x [ y ).
He investigates all matri es with numbers no greater than two; of the 54 theoreti al possibilities,
just 23 are physi ally realisable.
4.3.1. Mereology and Topology
Varzi [175, 174℄ presents a systemati a ount of the subtle relations between mereology and
topology. He notes that whilst mereology is not suÆ ient by itself, there are theories in literature
whi h have proposed integrating topology and mereology. There are three main strategies of
integrating the two :







4.4.

Generalize mereology by adding a topologi al primitive. Borgo et. al. [16℄ add the
topologi al primitive SC(x), i.e., x is a self onne ted (one-pie e) spatial entity to the
mereologi al part relation. Alternatively a single primitive an be used as in [175℄: \x and
y are onne ted parts of z ". The main advantage of separate theories of mereology and
topology is that it allows ollo ation without sharing parts whi h is not possible in the
se ond two approa hes below.
Topology is primal and mereology is a sub theory. For example in the topologi al theories
based on C(x; y ), su h as those mentioned above, one de nes P(x; y ) from C(x; y ). This
has the elegan e of being a single uni ed theory, but olo ation implies sharing of parts.
These theories are normally boundaryless (i.e. without lower dimensional spatial entities)
but this is not absolutely ne essary [152, 100℄.
The nal approa h is that taken by [67℄, i.e. topology is introdu ed as a spe ialised domain
spe i sub theory of mereology. An additional primitive needs to be introdu ed. The idea
is to use restri ted quanti ation by introdu ing a sortal predi ate Region(x). C(x; y ) an
then be de ned thus: C(x; y ) def O(x; y ) ^ Region(x) ^ Region(y ).
Between Topology and Fully Metri

Spatial Representation

Mereology and Topology an be seen as perhaps the most abstra t and most qualitative spatial
representations. However, although potentially useful there are many situations where mereotopologi al information alone is insuÆ ient. The following se tions explore the di erent ways in
whi h other qualitative information may be represented.
4.4.1. Orientation
Orientation relations des ribe where obje ts are pla ed relative to one another, and an be
de ned in terms of three basi on epts: the primary obje t, the referen e obje t and the frame
of referen e. Thus, unlike the topologi al relations on spatial entities des ribed in the pre eding
se tions, orientation is not a binary relation i.e., if we want to spe ify the orientation of a primary
obje t (PO) with respe t to a referen e obje t (RO), then we need to have some kind of a frame
of referen e (FofR). This hara terization manifests itself in the display of qualitative orientation
al uli to be found in the literature: ertain al uli have an expli it triadi relation while others
presuppose an extrinsi frame of referen e [78, 113℄.
Of those with expli it triadi relations it is espe ially worth mentioning the work of S hlieder
[160℄, following earlier work by [96℄, who develops a al ulus based on fun tion whi h maps
triples of points to one of three qualitative values, +; 0 or , denoting anti lo kwise, ollinear
and lo kwise orientations respe tively. This an be used for reasoning about visible lo ations in
qualitative navigation tasks or for shape des riptions [162℄. S hlieder develops a al ulus [161℄
for reasoning about the relative orientation of pairs of line segments.
A triadi orientation al ulus, based on a relation CYCORD(x,y,z ) whi h is true (in 2D)
when x, y, z are in a lo kwise orientation, shows how a number of qualitative al uli an be
translated into the CYCORD system [158℄, whose reasoning system (implemented as a onstraint
logi program) an then be exploited. The disadvantage of the CYCORD theory is that reasoning
in it is NP omplete. A re nement of the theory, leading to an algebra of ternary relations for

y li ordering of 2D orientations ontains 24 atomi relations, hen e 224 general relations, of
whi h CYCORD relation is one [117℄. However, the propogation algorithm is polynomial8 , and
omplete for a sub lass in luding all atomi relations.
4.4.2. Distan e and Size
Spatial representation of distan e an be divided into two main groups: those whi h measure on
some \absolute" s ale, and those whi h provide some kind of relative measurement. Of ourse,
sin e traditional Qualitative Reasoning [180℄ is primarily on erned with dealing with linear
quantity spa es, the qualitative algebras and the transitivity of su h quantity spa es mentioned
earlier an be used as a distan e or size measuring representation.
Also of interest in this ontext are the order of magnitude al uli [134, 144℄ developed in
the QR ommunity. Most of these traditional QR formalisms are of the \absolute" kind of
representations9 , as in the delta al ulus of [186℄ - whi h introdu es a triadi relation: x(>; d)y
to note that x is larger/bigger than y by an amount d; terms su h as x(>; y )y mean that x is
more than twi e as big as y .
Of the \relative" representations spe i ally developed within the qualitative spatial reasoning ommunity, perhaps the earliest is the triadi CanConne t(x; y; z ) primitive [51℄ { whi h
is true if body x an onne t y and z by simple translation (i.e., without s aling, rotation or
shape hange). From this primitive it is easy to de ne notions su h as equidistan e, nearer
than and farther than. This primitive allows a simple size metri on regions to be de ned: one
region is larger than another if it an onne t regions that the other annot. Another method
of determining the relative size of two obje ts relies on being able to translate regions (assumed
to be shape and size invariant) and then exploit topologi al relationships { if a translation is
possible so that one region be omes a proper part of another, then it must be smaller [136℄.
Distan e is losely related to the notion of orientation: e.g. distan es annot usually be
summed unless they are in the same dire tion, and the distan e between a point and a region
may vary depending on the orientation. Thus it is perhaps not surprising that there have been
a number of al uli whi h are based on a primitive whi h ombines distan e and orientation
information. One straightforward idea [78℄ is to ombine dire tions as represented by segments
of the ompass with a simple distan e metri (far, lose). A slightly more sophisti ated idea is
to introdu e a primitive whi h de nes the position of a third point with respe t to a dire ted
line segment between two other points [187℄. Another approa h that ombines knowledge about
distan es and positions in a qualitative way - through a ombination of the Delta- al ulus [186℄
and orientation is presented in [185℄.
Liu [129℄ expli itly de nes the semanti s of qualitative distan e and qualitative orientation
angles and formulates a representation of qualitative trigonometry. He de nes omposition tables
for the al ulus to ombine both types of information and suggests omputing a quantitative
visualization by simulated annealing.
Of parti ular interest is the framework for representing distan e [114℄ whi h has been ex8

Complexity results for some other QSR al uli are presented in Se tion 5.2
A tually it is straightforward to spe ify relative measurements given an \absolute" al ulus: to say that
x > y, one may simply write x y = +.
9

tended to in lude orientation [31℄10. A distan e system is omposed of an ordered sequen e of
distan e relations and a set of stru ture relations whi h give additional information about how
the distan e relations relate to ea h other. Ea h distan e has an a eptan e area; the distan e between su essive a eptan e areas de nes sequen e of intervals: Æ1 ; Æ2; ::: The stru ture relations
de ne relationships between these Æi . Typi al stru ture relations might spe ify a monotoni ity
property (the Æi are in reasing), or that ea h Æi is greater than the sum of all the pre eding Æi .
The stru ture relationships an also be used to spe ify order of magnitude relationships, e.g.
that Æi + Æj  Æi for j < i. The stru ture relationships are important in re ning the omposition tables11. In a homogeneous distan e system all distan e relations have the same stru ture
relations; however this need not be the ase in a heterogeneous distan e system. The proposed
system also allows for the fa t that the ontext may a e t the distan e relationships: this is
handled by having di erent frames of referen e, ea h with its own distan e system and with
inferen es in di erent frames of referen e being omposed using arti ulation rules ( f. [116℄).
One obvious e e t of moving from one s ale, or ontext to another, is that qualitative
distan e terms su h as \ lose" will vary greatly; more subtly, distan es an behave in various
\non-mathemati al" ways in some ontexts or spa es: e.g. distan es may not be symmetri al12 .
Another \mathemati al aberration" is that in some domains the shortest distan e between two
points may not be a straight line (e.g. be ause a lake or a building might be in the way).
4.4.3. Shape
Shape is perhaps one of the most important hara teristi s of an obje t, and parti ularly diÆ ult
to des ribe qualitatively. In a purely topologi al theory very limited statements an be made
about the shape of a region: whether it has holes, or interior voids, or whether it is one pie e
or not. It has been observed [83℄ that one an (weakly) onstrain the shape of rigid obje ts by
topologi al onstraints using RCC-8 relations.
However, if an appli ation demands ner grained distin tions, then some kind of semi-metri
information has to be introdu ed13 . For an expli it qualitative shape des ription one needs to go
beyond topology, introdu ing some kind of shape primitives whilst still retaining a qualitative
representation. Of ourse, as [30℄ note: the mathemati al ommunity have developed many
di erent geometries whi h are less expressive than Eu lidean geometry, for example proje tive and aÆne geometries, but have not ne essarily developed eÆ ient omputational reasoning
te hniques for them14.
Of the qualitative approa hes to shape des ription, approa hes whi h work by des ribing
the boundary of an obje t in lude those that lassify the sequen e of di erent types of bound10

Whereas [31℄ ombines qualitative orientation and absolute distan e knowledge, [118℄ ombines qualitative
orientation [117℄ and relative distan e information. Another example of a ombined distan e and position al ulus
is [68℄.
11
Se tion 5 introdu es omposition tables
12 E.g. be ause distan es are sometimes measured by time taken to travel, and an uphill journey may take
longer than a return downhill journey [114℄.
13
Of ourse, orientation and distan e primitives as dis ussed above already add something to pure topology,
but as already mentioned these are largely point based and thus not dire tly appli able to des ribing shape of a
region.
14
Though see [5, 6℄.

ary segments [157℄ or by des ribing the sequen e of di erent types of urvature extrema [126℄
along its ontour. Another te hnique is des ribed by [120℄ who uses a slope proje tion approa h to des ribe polygonal shape: for ea h orner one des ribes whether it is onvex/ on ave,
obtuse/right-angled/a ute together with a qualitative representation of the dire tion of the orner ( hosen from a set of nine possible values), as well as the multi-resolution approa h of [22℄.
Alternatively one might onstru t a omplex shaped region out of simpler ones along the lines
of onstru tive solid geometry, but starting from a more qualitative set of primitives [156℄.
A di hotomy an be drawn between representations whi h primarily des ribe the boundary
of an obje t ompared to those whi h represent its interior. Arguably the latter te hniques are
preferable sin e shape is inherently not a dimensional on ept [17℄. A version of the medial
axis transform, de ning grain of a region within a shape, leads to a modi ed version of the
traditional skeleton, alled the angular skeleton [56℄. Shape des ription using volume omponents
is exempli ed by the work of [132, 14℄.
The shape abstra tion primitives su h as the bounding box or the onvex hull have been
onsidered brie y within the 9-interse tion model [29℄ whilst the latter te hnique has been
investigated extensively within the RCC al ulus [32, 42, 50℄. RCC theory has shown that many
interesting predi ates an be de ned on e one take the notion of a onvex hull of a region (or
equivalently, a predi ate to test onvexity) and ombines it with a topologi al representation. By
omputing the topologi al relationships between the shape itself and the di erent omponents
of the di eren e between the onvex hull and the shape, one an distinguish many di erent
kinds of on ave shapes [32℄. A re nement to this te hnique exploits the idea of re ursive
shape des ription [165℄ to des ribe any non onvex omponents of the di eren e between the
onvex hull and the shape. The onvex hull is learly a powerful primitive and in fa t it has
re ently been shown [50℄ that this system essentially is equivalent to an aÆne geometry: any
two ompa t planar shapes not related by an aÆne transformation an be distinguished by a
onstraint language of just EC(x; y ), PP(x; y ) and onv(x).
Before leaving the topi of shape des ription we should point out the work of [30℄ on des ribing shape via properties su h as ompa tness and elongation by using the minimum bounding
re tangle of the shape and the order of magnitude al ulus of [134℄: elongation is omputed via
the ratio of the sides of the minimum bounding re tangle whilst ompa tness by omparing the
area of the shape and its minimum bounding re tangle. The notion of a voronoi hull has also
been used [55℄.
4.5.

Vagueness, Un ertainty and Granularity

Vagueness, Un ertainty and Granularity are features of information whi h permeate almost
every domain of knowledge representation. Un ertainty and vagueness are endemi in many
appli ations, for example be ause of indeterminate region boundaries. Granularity follows from
the notion that for some purposes only very general des riptions are required15 , whereas in other
ases one would like as mu h pre ision as possible.
Vagueness of spatial on epts an be distinguished from that asso iated with spatially situated obje ts and the regions they o upy. An adequate treatment of vagueness in spatial
15

A theory of abstra tion [91℄ { i.e, going from detailed to general information { has re eived parti ular attention
from the AI ommunity.

information will need to a ount for vague regions as well as vague relationships [40℄. Although
there has been some philosophi al debate on erning whether vague obje ts an exist [70℄, formal
theories dealing with vagueness of extent are not well-established.
As for un ertainty, it is always possible to glue on some standard numeri al te hnique for
reasoning about un ertainty (e.g. [82℄), but there has also been some resear h on extending existing qualitative spatial reasoning te hniques to expli itly represent and reason about un ertain
information. Proposed extensions of the RCC al ulus [39℄ and the 9-interse tion [28℄ take a
very similar approa h. The former approa h whi h is ontinued in a series of papers [37, 38, 40℄
postulates the existen e of non risp regions in addition to risp regions and then adds another
binary relation to RCC - x is risper than region y. A variety of relations are then de ned in
terms of this primitive and this extended theory is then related to what has be ome known as
the \egg-yolk" al ulus, whi h originated in [125℄, to represent and reason about inde niteness
of a region's boundaries. Essentially, it models regions with indeterminate boundaries as a pair
of regions. As shown in Figure 4, the yolk represents a minimum extension of the inde nite
region, whilst the egg represents its maximum extension. It turns out that if one generalizes
RCC-8 in this way [40℄ there are 252 JEPD relations between non risp regions whi h an be
naturally lustered into 40 sets.

Egg
Yolk

Crisping

Figure 4. An egg-yolk stru ture for regions with indeterminate boundaries.
The extension of the 9-interse tion [28℄ looks very similar to the egg-yolk al ulus but does
not onsider su h ne granularity of relations; it postulates 44 JEPD relations, also lustered
into groups (18 in their ase) but using a more ad ho te hnique to a hieve this. An interesting
extension to this work [29℄ shows that this al ulus of regions with broad boundaries an be used
to reason not just about regions with indeterminate boundaries but also an be spe ialised to
over a number of other kinds of regions in luding onvex hulls of regions, minimum bounding
re tangles, bu er zones and rasters16.
Another notion of inde niteness relates to lo ations. Bittner [15℄ deals with the notion of
exa t, part and rough lo ation for spatial obje ts. The exa t lo ation is the region of spa e
taken up by the obje t. The notion of part lo ation (as introdu ed by [19℄) relates parts of a
spatial obje t to parts of spatial regions. The rough lo ation of a spatial obje t is hara terized
by the part lo ation of spatial obje ts with respe t to a set of regions of spa e that form regional
partitions. Consequently, the notion of rough lo ation links parts of spatial obje ts to parts of
partition regions.
Bittner [15℄ argues that the observations and measurements of lo ation in physi al reality
yield knowledge about rough lo ation: a vaguely de ned obje t o is lo ated within a regional
16

This last spe ialization generalises the appli ation of the n-interse tion model to rasters previously undertaken
[66℄.

partition onsisting of the three on entri regions: ` ore', `wide boundary' and `exterior'. In this
ontext, the notion of rough lo ation within a partition onsisting of the three on entri regions
oin ides with the notion of vague regions introdu ed by [39℄. A al ulus for representing and
reasoning about the lo ation of rigid obje ts whi h may move within some region is presented
in [46℄ whi h presents an axiomatisation for ongruen e, de nes the notion of a mobile part,
des ribes a subset of morpho-mereologi al relations suitable for representing spatial lo ations,
and analyzes the omputational omplexity of this set. Further work based on ongruen e is
[11, 12℄.
It is worth noting the similarity of these ideas to rough sets [53℄, though the exa t relationship has yet to be explored. Other approa hes to spatial un ertainty are to work with an
indistinguishability relation whi h is not transitive and thus fails to generate equivalen e lasses
[173, 121℄ and the development of nonmonotoni spatial logi s [163, 2℄.
5.

Qualitative Spatial Reasoning

Mu h of the work in QSR has on entrated on representational aspe ts. Nevertheless, various
omputational paradigms are also being investigated in luding onstraint based reasoning (e.g.
[113℄). The most prevalent form of qualitative reasoning is based on the omposition table17 .
A ompositional inferen e is a dedu tion, from two relational fa ts of the form R1 (a; b)
and R2 (b; ), of a relational fa t of the form R3(a; ), involving only a and . The validity of
ompositional inferen es does not depend in many ases on the onstants involved but only on
the logi al properties of the relations. In su h a ase the omposition of pairs of relations an be
maintained for table look up as and when required. This te hnique is of parti ular signi an e
when we are dealing with relational information involving a xed set of relations. Given a set of
n JEPD relations, one an store in a n x n omposition table the relationships between x and z
for a pair of relations R1(x; y ) and R2 (y; z ). In general, ea h entry will be a disjun tion be ause
of the qualitative nature of the al ulus.
For a representation using a limited set of binary relations, the simpli ity of the ompositional
inferen e makes it an attra tive means of e e tive reasoning. Sin e their introdu tion, omposition tables have re eived onsiderable attention from resear hers, e.g. [178, 60, 79, 149, 158,
36, 161℄. Most of the al uli mentioned in this paper have had omposition tables onstru ted
for them, though it has at times posed something of a hallenge [149℄.
A reformulation of the RCC rst order logi into a zero order representation18 [7℄ in whi h
intuitionisti propositional formulae represent onstraints on possible situations was able to
generate the omposition table as shown in Table 1 automati ally19.
Composition tables do not ne essarily subsume all forms of desired reasoning. An interesting question than arises: exa tly when is a omposition table reasoning a suÆ ient inferen e
17
Originating in Allen's analysis of temporal relations and alled the `transitivity table' [1℄, now more appropriately renamed ` omposition table' sin e more than one relation is involved and it is the omposition of the
relations that is being represented rather than the transitivity of individual relations.
18
This reformulation is interesting in that it be omes a true spatial logi , rather than a theory of spa e: the
\logi al symbols" have spatial interpretations, e.g. impli ation is interpreted as parthood and disjun tion as the
sum of two regions.
19
Another approa h for automati generation of omposition tables uses a zero order modal logi [9℄.
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Table 1. Composition table for the RCC-8 relations
me hanism (i.e for whi h theories is it omplete)? This has been taken up in [54℄ and in [10℄ it
has been suggested that the formalism of relational algebra is parti ularly suited to representing
ompositional reasoning and deserves further study and wider appli ation.
For ases when omposition based reasoning is not suÆ ient, then other more general onstraint based reasoning may be suÆ ient [113, 106℄ or as in [69℄ where QSR is seen as a onstraint
satisfa tion problem20 . More generally, one may resort to theorem proving, or preferably, some
kind of spe ialised theorem proving system, [7, 158, 108℄ for example.
5.1.

Reasoning about Spatial Change

So far we have been on erned purely with stati spatial al uli. However it is important to
develop al uli whi h ombine spa e and time in an integrated fashion. Topologi al hanges in
`single' spatial entity in lude: hange in dimension (this is usually ` aused' by an abstra tion
or granularity shift rather than an `a tual' spatial hange21 ); hange in number of topologi al
omponents (e.g. breaking a up, fusing blobs of mer ury); hange in the number of tunnels
(e.g. drilling through a blo k of wood); hange in the number of interior avities (e.g. putting
a lid on a ontainer).
In many domains we assume that hange is ontinuous22 , as is the ase in traditional qualitative reasoning, and thus there is a requirement to build into the spatial al ulus whi h hanges
in value will respe t the underlying ontinuous nature of hange, and this requirement is of
ourse ommon to all the di erent kinds of spatial hange we have mentioned above. It is
thus important to know whi h qualitative values or relations are neighbours in the sense that
if a value or predi ate holds at one time, then there is some ontinuous hange possible su h
that the next value or predi ate to hold will be a neighbour. Continuity networks de ning
su h neighbours are often alled on eptual neighbourhoods in the literature following the use
20
As a onsequen e of this, the treatment of several aspe ts of spa e (su h as orientation following the Freksa and
Zimmermann's approa h [80℄, ardinal dire tions following Frank's approa h [78℄ and qualitative named distan es
[80℄ ould be integrated into the same spatial model.
21
E.g. we may view a road as being a 1D line on a map, a 2D entity when we onsider whether it is wide
enough for an outsize load, and a 3D entity as we onsider the range of mountains it passes over, or the potholes
and a parti ularly deli ate argo.
22
Sometimes hange is dis ontinuous, e.g. when politi al at moves the boundaries of geopoliti al entities in a
dis ontinuous manner.

of the term [79℄ to des ribe the stru ture of Allen's 13 JEPD relations [1℄ a ording to their
on eptual loseness23 (e.g. meets is a neighbour of both overlaps and before). As illustrated in
Figure 1 above, most of the qualitative spatial al uli reported in this paper have had on eptual
neighbourhoods onstru ted for them24.
5.1.1. Qualitative Simulation
Perhaps the most ommon form of omputation in the traditional QR literature is qualitative
simulation; using on eptual neighbourhood diagrams it is easy to build a qualitative spatial
simulator [47℄. Su h a simulator takes a set of ground atomi statements des ribing an initial
state25 and onstru ts a tree of future possible states { the bran hing of the tree results from
ambiguity of the qualitative al ulus. Of ourse, ontinuity alone does not provide suÆ ient
onstraints to restri t the generation of next possible states to a reasonable set in general {
domain spe i
onstraints are required in addition.
A desirable extension by analogy with earlier QR work would be to in orporate a proper
theory of spatial pro esses ou hed in a language of QSR. Some work in this dire tion is: a eld
based theory of spatial pro esses su h as heat ow [130℄; an analysis of whi h traversals of a
topologi al on eptual neighbourhood diagram orrespond to pro esses su h as expansion of a
region, rotation of a region et [62℄; how the pro esses of protrusion and resistan e ause hanges
in a boundary based shape des ription language { given two shapes one an infer sequen es of
pro esses whi h ould ause one to hange into the other [126℄. Also worthy of note is the
qualitative spatial simulation work of [145℄ based on the QSIM system [180℄.
5.1.2. Qualitative Motion
Inspite of a large amount of work in mereo-topologi al theories as a basis for ommon-sense
reasoning, very little work has been done on motion in a qualitative framework. Representation
of motion as in [146, 112℄ is in a Newtonian/Cartesian framework. Some work [75, 49℄ insist
more on the on ept of dynami pro esses; elsewhere [163, 109℄ there is resear h on default
reasoning in metri spa es that are not really learly hara terized.
Motion is nevertheless a key notion in our understanding of spatial relations. RCC relations
form \ on eptual-neighbourhoods" via potential motion, but ontinuity remains an impli itly
assumed notion. One problem is that the on eptual neighbourhood is usually built manually
for ea h new al ulus { potentially an arduous and error prone operation if there are many
relations. Te hniques to arrive at these automati ally would be very useful. An analysis of the
stru ture of on eptual neighbourhoods reported by [127℄ goes some way towards this goal. A
more fundamental approa h whi h exploits the ontinuity of the underlying semanti spa es [86℄
23
Note that one an lift this notion of loseness from individual relations to entire s enes via the set of relations
between the ommon obje ts and thus gain some measure of their on eptual similarity as suggested by [18℄.
24 A losely related notion is that of \ losest topologi al distan e" [62℄ { two predi ates are neighbours if
their respe tive n-interse tion matri es di er by fewer entries than any other predi ates; however the resulting
neighbourhood graph is not identi al to the true on eptual neighbourhood or ontinuity graph - some links are
missing.
25
The onstru tion of an envisioner [180℄ rather than a simulator would also be possible of ourse. See also the
transition al ulus approa h of [94℄.

not only allows the onstru tion of a on eptual neighbourhood for a lass of relations from a
semanti s, but also infers whi h relations dominate other relations: R1 dominates R2 if R2 an
hold over an interval followed/pre eded by R1 instantaneously. E.g. in RCC-8 TPP dominates
NTPP and PO, while EQ dominates all its neighbouring relations. Dominan e is analogous to
the equality hange law to be found in traditional QR [180℄ and allows a stri ter temporal order
to be imposed on events o uring in a qualitative simulation. Motivated by the desire to exploit
de idable modal logi s for spatio-temporal qualitative reasoning, a series of rather expressive
su h al uli have been proposed [182℄ in whi h it is possible easily to represent restri tions on
ontinuous motion.
An approa h to automati ally inferring ontinuity networks has been proposed by Muller
[138, 139, 137℄. Taking up the idea of spatio-temporal histories [111℄, he enri hes a theory
intended for spatial entities to a hieve a formal theory for reasoning about motion and presents
a mereo-topologi al model in whi h the primitive entities are spatio-temporal regions, on whi h
spatio-temporal and temporal relations are de ned. The expressive power of the theory allows
for the de nition of omplex motion lasses su h as those expressed by motion verbs in natural
language. Properties usually assumed as desirable parts of any spa e-time theory of motion
are re overed from their model, thus giving a sound theoreti al basis for a natural, qualitative
representation of motion. An alternative approa h is [12℄ whi h explores the expressive power
of Region-Based Qualitative Geometry [11℄ to the problem of representing and reasoning about
the motion of rigid bodies within a on ning environment26 .
5.2.

Theoreti al Results in QSR

Even though mu h work has been done in generating spatial representational al uli, there
remain a number of theoreti al questions. Not all al uli has been given a formal semanti s by
their inventors. Even for those that has been given, there is the question of whether it is the
best or simplest semanti s. Further, given a semanti s one an ask whether the task of showing
a set of formulae is onsistent or whether one set entails another is de idable, and if so, what
is the omplexity of the de ision pro edure. One an ask if the theory is omplete, either in
the weak sense of every true formula being provable, or in the stronger sense of whether every
formula is made either true or false in the theory. Any omplete, re ursively axiomatizable
theory is de idable. Finally, there is the property of being ategori al, i.e. whether all models
are isomorphi ? Sin e theories may have models of various ardinalities, and models of di erent
ardinalities annot by de nition be isomorphi , a more interesting property is 0 ategori ity
i.e. whether all ountable models are isomorphi , sin e these are perhaps the most useful models
from the user's viewpoint.
A question arises as to whether there is something spe ial about region based theories from
the ontologi al viewpoint? The answer is in the negative, at least for 2D mereotopology [142℄:
they show, under ertain assumptions, that the standard 2D point based interpretation is the
26

The approa h is based on the morpho-topologi al approa h in [16℄ but has some signi ant advantages.
Firstly [11℄ assume only parthood and a morphologi al primitive (whi h may be either the sphere predi ate or
the ongruen e relation), whereas [16℄ employ an additional topologi al primitive (`simple region'). Topologi al
on epts are nevertheless de nable in [11℄ and they also prove ategori ity by a more dire t en oding of Tarski's
geometry axioms into the language.

simplest model (prime model); the only alternative models involve regions with in nitely many
pie es. But it may be argued that it is still useful to have region based theories even if they are
always interpretable point set theoreti ally.
A fundamental result on de idability whi h has widespread appli ability in qualitative spatial
theories is that of [105℄ whi h shows that although Boolean algebra is de idable; adding either
a losure operation or an external onne tion relation results in an unde idable system sin e
one an then en ode arbitrary statements of arithmeti . This implies that Clarke's al ulus and
all related al uli su h as the rst order theory of RCC, and the al uli of [3℄ and [16℄ are all
unde idable.
The question then be omes whether there are any de idable subsystems27? The onstraint
language of RCC-8 has been shown to be de idable [7℄ { this was a hieved by en oding ea h
RCC-8 relation as a set of formulae in intuitionisti proportional al ulus whi h is a de idable
al ulus. This language was subsequently shown to be tra table [140℄ { in fa t the satisfa tion
problem is solvable in polylogarithmi time sin e it is in the omplexity lass NC. However the
onstraint language of 2RCC-8 (i.e where onstraints may be arbitrary disjun tions of RCC-8
relations) is not tra table.
A maximal tra table subset ( ontaining 148 relations) of the onstraint language of 2RCC-8
has been identi ed and furthermore have shown that path onsisten y is suÆ ient for de iding
onsisten y in this ase [155℄. If an appropriate size onstraint is introdu ed between two regions
then all reasoning in 2RCC-8 e e tively be omes polynomial [89℄.
More re ently, a omplete lassi ation of the tra tability of RCC-8 has been made [153℄.
It turns out that there are two further maximal tra table subsets ( ontaining 158 and 160
relations respe tively) and these three subsets are the only su h sets for RCC-8 that ontain all
base relations. Further work on the omplexity of RCC in ludes [45℄.
As far as the omplexity of non topologi al theories is on erned, [117℄ presents and analyses
an orientation al ulus and determines polynomial subsets (in luding all the base relations),
whilst determining satis ability in the general algebra is NP omplete. Similarly [128℄ shows
that whilst the general onsisten y problem in the algebra of ardinal dire tions is NP omplete,
onsisten y for the pre onvex relations is polynomial and this set is a maximal tra table subset.
A omplexity analysis of an morphologi al al ulus based on ongruen e is [119℄.
Also of interest is the analysis of [104℄ whi h onsiders an RCC-8 like al ulus and two
simpler al uli and determines whi h of a number of di erent problem instan es of relational
onsisten y and planar realizability are tra table and whi h are not { the latter is the harder
problem. It has also been shown that the onstraint language of EC(x; y ); PP(x; y ) and onv(x)
is intra table (it is at least as hard as determining whether a set of algebrai onstraints over
the reals is onsistent) [50℄.
Clarke's system [24℄ has been given a semanti s (regular sets of Eu lidean spa e are models)
and has shown to be omplete in the weak sense [13℄. Unfortunately it turns out that ontrary to
Clarke's intention, only mereologi al relations are expressible! The theory in fa t hara terises
a omplete atomless Boolean algebra. The system of [3℄ whi h orre ts the problems in Clarke
as mentioned above, is given a semanti s and shown to be omplete by the authors but their
27

Rather in the same manner as the des ription logi ommunity have sought to nd the lines dividing de idability from unde idability and tra tability from intra tability [21℄.

in lusion of the notion of `weak onne tion' for es a non standard model sin e models must be
non dense28 .
A ompleteness result (in the strong sense) has been derived for a omplete 2D topologi al
theory whose elements are 2D nite (polygonal) regions and whose primitives are: the null and
universal regions, the Boolean fun tions (+; ; ) and a predi ate to test for a region being
one pie e [142℄; the theory is rst order but requires an in nitary rule of inferen e. This is
not surprising in view of the unde idability of rst order topology mentioned above [105℄. The
in nitary rule of inferen e guarantees the existen e of models in whi h every region is sum of
in nitely many onne ted regions. The resulting theory is omplete but not de idable.
Notwithstanding the attempt [8℄ to derive a omplete rst order topologi al theory, it is now
lear that no rst order nite axiomatisation of topology an be omplete or ategori al be ause
it is not de idable.

6.

Final Comments

An issue that has not been mu h addressed yet in the QSR literature is the issue of ognitive
validity. Claims are often made that qualitative reasoning is akin to human reasoning, but with
little or no empiri al justi ation. One ex eption to this is the study made of a al ulus for
representing topologi al relations between regions and lines [131℄. Another study is [123℄ that
have investigated the preferred Allen relation (interpreted as a 1D spatial relation) in the ase
that the omposition table entry is a disjun tion. Perhaps the fa t that humans seem to have
a preferred model explains why they are able to reason eÆ iently in the presen e of the kind of
ambiguity engendered by qualitative representations. In [122℄ they extend their evaluation to
RCC-theory and Egenhofer's approa h to topologi al relations.
In this paper we have surveyed many of the key ideas and results in the QSR literature, but
spa e has ertainly not allowed an exhaustive survey. As in so many other elds of knowledge
representation it is unlikely that a single universal spatial representation language will emerge
{ rather, the best we an hope for is that the eld will develop a library of representational
and reasoning devi es and some riteria for their most su essful appli ation. Moreover, as in
the ase of non spatial qualitative reasoning, quantitative knowledge and reasoning must not be
ignored { qualitative and quantitative reasoning are omplementary te hniques and resear h is
needed to ensure they an be integrated { for example by developing reliable ways of translating
between the two kinds of formalisms 29. Equally, interfa ing symboli QSR to the te hniques
being developed by the diagrammati reasoning ommunity [92℄ is an interesting and important
hallenge.
28
This enfor ed abondonment of Rn as a model leads one to question whether it is indeed a good idea to try
to model the proposed distin tion between strong and weak onne tion topologi ally in a purely spatial theory,
rather than in an applied theory of physi al obje ts and material substan es together with the regions they o upy.
They do propose an extension to their theory in whi h they allow the spatial granularity to be varied; as ner
and ner granularities are onsidered, so fewer instan es of weak onne tion are true and in the limit the theory
tends to the lassi al topologi al model.
29
Some existing resear h on this problem in ludes [77, 73, 169℄.
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